
Presentation synopsis: 
“Break the Chain of infection, with an everyday metal”

Despite modern medical advances, HCAIs remain prevalent, costing lives and consuming 
valuable resources. The issue is worsened by Antimicrobial Resistance - which the World 
Health Organisation described as "the single greatest issue in infectious disease today".

The alarming increase in resistant pathogens has revived interest in alternative methods of 
reducing bioburden in healthcare facilities, focusing on the environment within hospitals.

Current thinking is that the environment plays a major role in the acquisition and spread
of infection: 

 Long-term pathogen survival on standard surfaces is documented.
 Studies show a contaminated hand spreads pathogens to the next seven surfaces touched.
 A single contaminated doorknob or elevator button can spread virus rapidly through entire office 

buildings, hotels or hospitals. 
 High bed occupancy rates and HCAI incidence in ICUs are correlated.
 Patients admitted to a room previously occupied by an infected patient are at increased risk of 

acquiring that infection. 
 A randomised controlled trial reported a correlation between HCAI rates and microbial bioburden

in ICU rooms.

Laboratory tests show that solid copper and many copper alloys offer intrinsic, broad-
spectrum, rapid contact-kill of bacteria, viruses, yeasts and fungi.  
Clinical trials have further shown dramatic (>80%) bioburden reduction on copper touch 
surface items (e.g. door handles, taps and light switches) compared to standard control items.
A US Department of Defense-funded outcome study across three differing medical centres 
reported 83% microbial bioburden reduction, with a 58% reduction of HCAIs among 
patients who stayed in ICU rooms where just six items were changed to copper.

Drawing on practical considerations and user experiences from completed 'copper' 
installations, with references to peer-reviewed, published papers in respected journals, 
this presentation examines how strategic use of copper can improve efficiency of 
healthcare - and resilience to seasonal changes - as a 'future-proof' intervention that 
can work passively to reduce hospital prescription of antibiotics.

Topics covered in the presentation:
 The prevalence and cost of HCAIs (to life, funds and hospital resources)
 The role of touch surfaces in spread of infection & development of Antimicrobial Resistance
 Highest-priority clinical touch surfaces to upgrade: for strategic deployment 
 The scientific testing of copper touch surfaces
 The need to scrutinise test protocols for antimicrobial efficacy under typical indoor conditions
 Key third-party endorsements from the US EPA and international healthcare 'watchdogs' 
 Payback and freed-up beds: independent research by York Health Economics Consortium

Questions are welcomed at the end of the 30 minute presentation.
Literature with scientific references is provided.
A cleaning demonstration of sample products can be offered to aid discussion, if desired.

Our intention is to encourage - without sales pressure - a straightforward and open discussion of the research,
practical considerations for implementation and which products are (or should be) available.
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